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ABSTRACT

We have extended the Philips large-vocabulary continuousspeech recognition system towards Chinese. On the way from
our existing Western-language technology to Mandarin, the
rst step was to build a suitable phonetic model. This paper
describes the development of our phonetic model (excluding
tones) for Mandarin Chinese.
We will present a systematic comparison of three forms of
sub-syllabic units for Chinese, phonemes, initials/nals, and
a non-tonal form of preme/toneme models, as well as wholesyllable models for reference. We include experiments on
bottom-up and decision-tree based top-down state clustering
and modelling of cross-syllable contexts.
All forms of sub-syllabic units are represented in the Philips
Mandarin phone set \SAMPA-C." SAMPA-C is based on the
European SAMPA standard and introduced in this paper.
Our studies show that traditional half-syllable approaches
slightly outperform Western-style triphones. Modelling of
right-context dependency gives greater improvement than
left-context dependency, and cross-syllable modelling yields
a 4-5% performance gain. In a free syllable decoding task,
we achieve 39% syllable error rate for telephone speech and
24% for microphone dictations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Philips large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition
technology has successfully been applied to many Western
languages including U.S. English 1], German and French 2],
and Dutch 3] for various applications including dictation and
dialogue systems 4]. In the process of localizing our system
to Mandarin Chinese, we have been facing a few fundamental
dierences compared to the Western languages.
The obvious dierences are that Chinese is a tonal language
and uses an ideographic writing system. However, the fundament of any successful large-vocabulary recognizer is its
phonetic model. I.e., we need to nd a set of sub-word units
that provides the best balance between accuracy and optimal
use of training material. One may hope that the strongly
syllable-oriented structure of Chinese gives room for additional improvements.

In this paper, we compare three basic approaches of subword { or more precisely sub-syllabic { modelling for Chinese:
Western-style phonemes, traditional initials/nals 5, 6], and
a non-tonal version of premes/tonemes 7]. In addition, we
compare whole syllable models. Performance is evaluated
for the task of unconstrained syllable recognition on continuously read sentences over the telephone. They are investigated w.r.t. phoneme duration estimation, base phone
set performance, data-driven state clustering, context-dependency ranking, and cross-syllable modelling. The results are
veried on a microphone dictation corpus.
Based on the European SAMPA standards for phonetic transcriptions, we have dened a phone set for Mandarin Chinese.
This set, which we named SAMPA-C, is suited to represent
the three considered sub-syllabic unit types.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will introduce
the SAMPA-C phone set. In section 3, we will review the
three sub-syllabic modelling approaches. Section 4 will describe our experimental setup, and section 5 the results. Finally, section 6 will summarize the paper.

2. THE SAMPA-C PHONE SET

When designing the Mandarin phone set, we set a number of
requirements. First, the context-independent representation
of pronunciation should be accurate, i.e. it should not be
necessary to assume a particular form of modelling of context dependencies. Next, it should be exible to represent
dierent types of sub-syllabic unit selection, which excludes
half-syllable based systems. Finally it had to be as similar
as possible to our Western-language phone sets, allowing for
multi-lingual phone sets.
For the Western languages, Philips makes consequent use of
the European SAMPA standard 8], developed by the European-Union funded \Speech Assessment Methodologies" project (SAM). SAMPA provides machine-readable, 7-bit ASCII
compatible representations of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for many Western languages. An extension
named X-SAMPA denes mappings for the entire IPA 9].
Thus, we decided to base our phone set denition on IPA
10, 11], translated it to X-SAMPA, and made the following
modications to t our additional requirements:

In a few cases, pronunciation of an IPA symbol for Chinese varies beyond coarticulation. In these cases, we use
the following distinct position- or context-dependent
symbols (some of which are undened in X-SAMPA):
{ The symbol r is used only at nal position. At initial position, /r/ is pronounced slightly postalveolarized, denoted by the new symbol R instead.
{ u is used only for glide. At initial position, we
replace it by labial-velar w.
{ i also only in glide position. For the long vowel in
nal position, we add a colon (i:), and if followed
by a nasal, I is more accurate.
{ The empty nal is represented as the long openmid central 3: after S, Z, or R, and as a prolonged
lax I: (new symbol) after s or z.
{ Also n only at initial position due to weak articulation and retroexization at nal position. Here,
we introduced the symbol M.
We removed the aspiration marker from p h and t h (redundancy) and s h and sn h (little acoustic dierence).
To avoid backslash and quote characters (unhandy with
popular text processing tools), retroex s and z were
approximated by postalveolar S and Z, respectively, and
sn and zn by palatal C.
As common in European SAMPA (and IPA) we distinguish long vowels from their short counterparts by
appending a colon.
Table 1 shows all SAMPA-C symbols with an example as
well as the original X-SAMPA representation. For comparison, the table also shows SAMPA-T, another recent proposal
developed to transcribe the Chinese dialects spoken on Taiwan, including Taiwanese and Hakka 12].
For the design of a phone set, a major issue is the compatibility with existing language resources. The most popular
transcription systems for Chinese are hanyu-pnyn (ocial
standard Mainland China) and zhuyn (\bopomofo", popular in Taiwan, also used for teaching). Both are not suitable as phone sets due to their (slight) incompatibility with
the \initial/nal" representation (see below), and the latter
requires unhandy double-byte encoding. However, a one-toone mapping to SAMPA-C is possible on syllable level.

3. SUB-SYLLABIC MODELLING

Chinese is often referred to as a mono-syllabic language. In
fact, Mandarin is based on less than 410 dierent syllables1 .
Traditionally, a syllable is split into two halves, an initial
consonant part and a vocalic/semi-vocalic nal part. There
are 22 initials and 38 nals, including the special cases of a
null initial and the empty nal, as listed in table 2. Highly
accurate Chinese speech-recognition systems have been built
1 The exact number varies slightly depending on incorporation
of dialect-specic syllables and coverage of spontaneous speech.
Our dictionary has 398 syllables

The SAMPA-C phone set.
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N
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Table 1:

SAMPA
-C X-T

on initial/nal models, using directly the unit set from table
2. Often, right-context dependent initial models are used, as
in Golden Mandarin III 5] or the JANET system 6].
In 7], a modied scheme was suggested: Syllables containing
a \glide" (i.e. the nal begins with a short medial i, u, or y)
are split after the glide# the set of nals is thus reduced to
the core nals without glide (so-called tonemes { we will call
them core nals since our models currently do not model
tone), while the set of initials is extended accordingly (socalled premes). Table 3 shows the additional premes with
glide. Although this approach is reported to be particularly
benecial in combination with tone modelling, we have included it into our investigations.
Initials and nals.
Initials
b, p, m, f, d, t, n, l, z, c, s, zh, ch, sh, r,
j, q, x, g, k, h, null initial
Core nals a, e, i, o, u, u$, er, empty nal,
(no glide) ai, ei, ao, ou, an, en, ang, eng, ong
Finals
ia, iao, ie, i(o)u2 , iai, ian, in, iang, ing, iong,
with
ua, uo, uai, u(e)i, uan, u(e)n, uang, ueng,
glide
u$e, u$an, u$(e)n
Table 2:

Premes with glide.
Premes bi, pi, mi, di, du, ti, tu, ni, nu, n$u, li, lu, l$u,
with
zu, cu, su, zhu, chu, shu, ru, ji, ju, qi, qu, xi,
glide
xu, gu, ku, hu, yi, yu, wu
Table 3:

The third possibility is to use phonemes similar to phonemes
of Western languages. A potential benet from using smaller
units is the higher degree of model sharing and ner control
in the context of model clustering.
In our half-syllable unit inventories, there is a modication
w.r.t. the null initial: In syllables beginning with the glides
i or u, the glides become initials, denoted by the SAMPA-C
symbols j and w, respectively. In addition, we introduced
right-context dependent versions of the glottal stop, mainly
for cross-word modelling in order to extend the right-context
across the glottal stop into the following vowel. In total we
have 30 initials and 40 nals, 61 premes and 25 core nals,
and the SAMPA-C phone set consists of 50 units.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Philips system is a HMM-based large-vocabulary
continuous-speech recognizer. We use standard MFCC features with rst-order derivatives, sentence-based cepstral
mean subtraction (CMS) for simple channel normalization,
and Gaussian mixture densities with density-specic diagonal covariance matrices.
We evaluated the dierent acoustic models for the task of
free decoding of continuously spoken syllables (read text),
using a vocabulary of 398 syllables and a hand-tuned wordinsertion penalty serving as a zerogram language model. The
2 The vowels shown in parentheses are pronounced but omitted
in the standard written pinyin form.

error rates given are syllable error rates (SER), i.e. we do not
try to identify tone or character. All models are speaker and
gender independent without speaker or acoustic adaptation.
The main investigations were done on the telephone corpus
MAT (Mandarin Across Taiwan) 13]. 90% of MAT subcorpora 4 (isolated phrases) and 5 (continuous read sentences)
were used for training (12.6h netto speech from 721 Taiwanese speakers plus 6.5h of silence). A disjunct 72-speaker
22-minutes subset of subcorpus 5 was set aside for evaluation. The data is sampled at 8 kHz and has an average SNR
of 34 dB.
We veried the results on a high-quality continuous-dictation
database. The 22 kHz recordings were made in a quiet room
(SNR 44 dB) and consist of newspaper sentences spoken by
Taiwanese speakers (54.7h netto speech, 17.2h silence). Table 4 summarizes the corpus.
Corpus characteristics.
Telephone
Microphone
Training Test Training Test
#Speakers
721
26
241
20
#Utterances 28896
259
27606
200
#Syl./Utt.
5.6
14.2
30.1
35.5
#Perplexity
|
398
|
398
Table 4:

All error rates shown are \best possible" results. I.e. instead of xing the number of mixture components or the total number of model parameters, we optimized the error rate
for each setup over a range of resolutions (32 to 256 mixture
components), and report the individual optimum values.

5. RESULTS
5.1. Phoneme Length

In the Philips system, a sub-word unit p consists of Np socalled segments of two states. The two states forming a segment share the same emission distribution. Allowed state
transitions are loop, next, and jump (skip one state). The
time-distortion penalties (which correspond to the log statetransition probabilities) are pooled over all states and xed#
a model's duration is reected in its number of segments.
For Western languages, we usually chose the same length of
Np = 3 segments for all phonemes. For Chinese, half-syllable
models may be signicantly longer, and model lengths used
in other systems (e.g. 3 states for the initial and 4 for the
nal in Golden Mandarin III 5]) are not applicable for our
segment approach. Instead, we used the following simple
estimation procedure to determine the model length:
1. Train context-independent 3-segment models.
2. For each model determine the duration (number of
segments) that minimizes the overall time-distortion
penalty given the length distribution actually observed
in the 3-segment training.
3. Clone the duration to all context-dependent models of
the same family.

We tested the accuracy of this procedure on SAMPA-C triphones (table 5). We observed a slight relative gain of 2.6%
over the standard 3-segment duration. The average SAMPAC phoneme duration was determined as 4.3 segments (8.6
states# the average observed length was 95.3 miliseconds).
In all experiments below, we applied this duration estimation scheme to all dierent forms of sub-syllabic units.
Results on phoneme length estimation.
#States/phone
3
est'd
#States
1379 1883
#Densities
139k 108k
SER
45.0% 43.8%

Table 5:

5.2. Basic Phone Set

We compared the three dierent sets of sub-syllabic units.
Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the results for dierent degrees of
(within-syllable) context-dependency for triphones (\SAMPA-C"), initial/nal (\IF") models, and preme/core-nal
(\PCF") models, respectively. Table 9 shows the result for
a whole-syllable model, which provides maximum context
dependency. The following dependencies were investigated:
none: Only context-independent units.
left/right: Single-sided left or right context dependency
(diphones). For within-syllable IF and PCF models,
either initials or nals are context independent.
both: The rst half syllable is right, and the second half
is left-context dependent.
triph.: Triphones.
full: SAMPA-C phones with full-syllable context dependency (fallback for rare/unseen units).
trans.: The syllable consists of three sub-syllabic units:
a context-independent initial, a context-dependent
transition (around one third of each syllable's states),
and a context-independent nal.

To reduce the eect of overadaptation of rarely seen units,
we applied data-driven bottom-up state clustering where applicable (see also the next section). For the transitional initial/nal model, no clustering was applied, and transitions
occuring less than 200 times are backed o to a contextindependent initial and nal half.
We observe the following. First, SAMPA-C monophones
cover the shortest context and have thus higher error rate
than context-independent IF and PCF models. Second, IF
models are slightly outperformed by PCF models, in part due
to the slightly higher number of model states (480 vs. 401),
but we also believe that the coarticulation eect from glides
on initials is higher than their impact on the nals.
Third, modelling dependencies on right context seems to be
more important than on left context. SAMPA-C right diphones outperform left diphones by 4.1%, and for PCF we
observe a relative dierence of 7.7%.

Table 6: Results for SAMPA-C models.
Context
none
left
right triph.
#States
220
1019
884
1883
#Densities 54k
174k 156k 108k
SER
54.5% 47.6% 45.6% 43.8%

Results for IF models.
Context
none right both
#States
401
1591 3014
#Densities 95k
157k 167k
SER
49.5% 42.1% 41.4%
Table 7:

full
3485
192k
41.3%

trans.
1768
136k
43.4%

Results for PCF models.
Context
none
left
right both
#States
480
1488 1629 3457
#Densities 105k 143k 237k 165k
SER
47.3% 44.2% 40.8% 40.6%
Table 8:

Table 9:

Result for whole-syllable models.
#States
5275
#Densities 228k
SER
40.7%

Finally, with increasing context dependency, error rates of
all models converge to the whole-syllable model, which is
reached by PCF, and missed by merely 2% rel. by IF and
SAMPA-C phones. The transitional model cannot reach the
performance, the context dependency is obviously not suciently modelled by the transitional states alone.

5.3. State Clustering

In the previous section, a bottom-up state clustering scheme
was applied per default. What is the gain from clustering?
To obtain good model parameter estimates, an appropriate
amount of training material is needed. Models trained on
too little data adapt too closely to the training set, and their
ability to represent the expected testing observations is poor.
In an untied system, we would fall back models with too few
observations to a shorter-context model. Tying means to
share parameters among similar states, allowing to increase
coverage of context-dependent models. We use the algorithm
described in 14] in the implementation of 15]. The generated clusters match very well our expectations, an example
for the right-context dependent nal E is shown in table 10.
Table 11 shows the results. By tying, within-syllable coverage is raised to nearly 100%, but the error-rate gain is limited, around 4% relative. For comparison, 15] reports a 7.3%
gain in the U.S. English 1993 Wall-Street Journal benchmarking, at an average cluster size of 4.4. In our setup, the
optimal cluster size (average states per cluster) was below 2.

5.4. Context-Dependency Ranking

Which coarticulation eect has the greatest impact on recognizer accuracy? Right or left, within or across syllable

Table 10: Example clusters for the last segment of the rightcontext dependent nal family E.
Right context
Explanation
t, k, d
non-labial plosives
gu, g, p, b
voiced plosives
tu, dz
(plosive + fricative, glide u tends to
fricative)
dCy, dZ, dC,
voiced plosive + sh-sound
dCi, tC
C, Ci, S
sh-sounds without plosive
tS, ti, ts
unvoiced plosive + fricative (glide i following t seems to have a slight tendency
towards a fricative)
s, f
s-like fricative (acoustic similarity of s
and f on band limited telephone speech)
n, m
nasals in initial position
l, R
approximant
j, ?(y), ?(i)
i/y at syllable beginning
hu, w, ?(u)
u in glide position (the transition center
phone E ! u tends towards w)
?(o), ?(a), h,
glottal stop similar to silence (the
pause
transitions E ! o and E ! a seem to be
similar to a glottal stop)
?(r), ?(e)
e and retroex e

boundary? We investigated this questions with PCF models. For both half-syllable types, we evaluated both possible
single-sided context dependencies independently (table 12)
Also across syllable boundaries, the right context is more important, but cross-syllable context alone leads to rel. 14.5%
higher error rate than the within-syllable context alone.

5.5. Cross-syllable modelling

When modelling cross-syllable context dependency, the number of models increases signicantly, so tying becomes mandatory.3 Furthermore, since words may be more or less freely
combined, it is not guaranteed that every cross-syllable context has actually been observed at all during training.
The standard solution to this problem are decision trees
(classication and regression trees, \CART"). It is a topdown clustering method, in which a set of phonetic questions
denes candidates for possible clusters. Clusters are formed
by successive splitting a cluster according to the question set
into those sets of subclusters that yield maximum trainingset likelihood. By following this hierarchy (tree) of clusters,
replacements for unseen models can be found 16, 17, 18].
Normally, the question set is created by a phonetic expert.
However, 19] describes an automatic procedure that reaches
if not exceeds the performance of hand-crafted questions. It
requires a bottom-up tying of single-sided context-dependent
units, but with unlimited cluster size, such that at the end,
3 In control experiments on cross-syllable models without tying, error rates comparable to those in table 13 were around 45%,
i.e. we lost accuracy due to poor model coverage and strong fallback.

Eect of tying.
PCF
SAMPA-C
right both
both
untied
#States
1245 2384
1559
#Densities 139k 143k
96k
Coverage 87.2% 79.8%
82.0%
SER
42.5% 42.4%
45.4%
tied
#States
1629 3457
1883
#Densities 237k 165k
108k
Coverage 99.9% 99.9%
99.6%
SER
40.8% 40.6%
43.8%
SER Gain 4.1% 4.2%
3.5%
Table 11:

Model &
context

Context ranking (PCF).
Context right
left
right
left
within within across across
#States 1629 1488 3109 2888
#Dens
237k 143k 163k 222k
SER
40.8% 44.2% 46.7% 47.2%
Table 12:

only one large context-independent cluster is left for each
state. The question set is a pruned subset of the intermediate
clusters observed during the clustering.
Cross-syllable modelling.
Model &
SAMPA-C triph.
context
within across across
Tying
BUT BUT CART
#States
1883 3829 3915
#Densities 108k 116k 209k
Coverage
99.6% 90.1% 100%
SER
43.8% 41.7% 41.8%
Model &
PCF right
context
within across across
Tying
BUT BUT CART
#States
1629 4245 3953
#Densities 237k 223k 319k
Coverage
99.9% 98.5% 100%
SER
40.8% 39.3% 39.0%
Table 13:

We conducted experiments on PCF and on SAMPA-C phone
models. Table 13 shows the result. Cross-syllable modelling
yields slight but consistent improvements (SAMPA-C: 4.8%#
PCF: 4.3%). For PCF, bottom-up tying (\BUT") already
yields a coverage above 98%, so we did not expect substantial gains from CART. But we were suprised to nd no improvement for SAMPA-C triphones, where CART helps to
increase test-set triphone coverage from 91% to 100%.
For comparison, 18] reports similarly small improvements
(2% to 6%) from cross-word modelling in combination with
bottom-up tying on the U.S. English WSJ 5K and NAB'94

benchmarking tasks, but consistent improvements of over
10% when using decision tree-based tying. We attribute our
poor decision-tree performance to the question set { we did
not use pruning in question-set generation, nor have we compared it with a carefully designed hand-crafted question set.

5.6. Microphone Dictation Corpus

We veried the results by repeating the experiments from
table 13 on the high-quality microphone dictation corpus described in table 4. For each test, we used the optimal model
resolution from the corresponding telephone-corpus result.
Results on the microphone corpus.
Model &
SAMPA-C triph.
context
within across across
Tying
BUT BUT CART
#States
1830 3892 3470
#Densities 112k 123k 209k
Coverage
99.8% 98.4% 100%
SER
28.0% 26.8% 26.7%
Model &
PCF right
context
within across across
Tying
BUT BUT CART
#States
1565 3679 3762
#Densities 178k 223k 236k
Coverage
99.9% 99.8% 100%
SER
25.0% 24.4% 23.5%

Table 14:

Table 14 shows the results. We observe the typical factor of
1.5 to 2 between the error rates for telephone and microphone
speech. Aside from that, the relative factors between the
error rates are similar to the telephone results, despite of the
dierence in size of the training corpus, which is over 4 times
larger and leads to model coverage of over 98% in all cases.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have presented a comparison between dierent types of
sub-syllabic units for continuous-speech recognition of Mandarin Chinese, including phonemes, initials/nals, and preme/core-nal models. All experiments have been based on
SAMPA-C, the Philips Mandarin phone set.
The traditional half-syllable approaches have shown to outperform Western-style triphones slightly. Modelling rightcontext dependency is more important than the left-context,
within and across syllable boundaries. Improvements of 4%
have been achieved by data-driven state tying, and another
4-5% by taking cross-syllable context into account.
The results rst obtained on a telephone corpus have generalized well to a microphone dictation corpus. In the free
syllable decoding task, we have achieved 39% syllable error
rate for telephone speech and 24% for microphone dictations.
After all, it has been a fascinating task to approach Mandarin
speech recognition from Western-language LVCSR technology. Our eorts have layed the ground for Mandarin system
development. We will now address the other { more Chinesespecic { issues of tone and language modelling.
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